
Halden HRA database 

General considerations 



What is a good 
database? 

Please note down  
2 examples of good databases and  

2 examples of not-so-good databases  



Good  Not-so-good  

  



Database projects 

Focus 



 
 
 

 

 
 



 
 
 

 

 

 

Many database 
projects are  

like this  

Let’s get  
lots of data! 

Who should use  
the data? 

How? For what? 



 

Henry the  
HRA analyst  

Rob the  
regulator 

Tina 
the trainer 

Martin the  
method developer 

Paul the  
PRA man 

Olli the  
Ops manager 



 

This is only  
my second HRA…  

I only have  
half an hour  

for this! 

There is not 
enough data  

in here! 
There is too 

much data in here!  

What do they  
mean by  

complexity?  

What’s an 
SGTR!? 

This data is  
too old! 



 

Selecting the right data  

Sense-making 

Coping with  
cognitive 

biases 

Resolving  
inconsistencies 

This data set says one thing,  
but the other set says  
exactly the opposite 

Resolving  
inconsistencies 

This data set says one thing,  
but I / my process expert 

believe exactly the opposite 

Drawing 
conclusions 

Establisihng 
trust 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Database projects 
must be  

user-centered! 



An international project on  
HRA Databases database usage. 

 

 
Who is the project for?  

Who will use the results? 



 

Proposal: The project should directly 
support HRA database developers by 
generating insights into users, 
constraints, tasks and goals. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

The project could be organised as a 
design study where developers can 
refine and test their systems together 
with users. The testing could be 
organised through a series of user 
workshops, possibly with a more 
summative evaluation at the end. 
 



Scope of a Halden database? 

Width / depth 



Width 

Repository of 

Hammlab 
Human 

Performance 
data  

Repository of 

Hammlab 
studies 
in HRA 
format 

Repository of 

Hammlab 
and 

external  
data  

Repository of 

HRA  
analyses 

Consensus /  
convergence? 



Depth 

Human Performance data per crew  “Raw” data 

“Curated” data 

HP data, experiment level 

HP / HR / design insight across experiments 
Writing up summaries / syntheses / lessons learned 
on scenarios, HFEs, failure stories, shaping factors. 
Add supporting evidence from other sources. 

Convergence / consensus 
For certain HFEs, can there be a (limited) agreement among 
HRA experts on failure stories, shaping factors, etc?  
Gather supporting evidence and HEPs. 
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